Minimally invasive resection of thymoma
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Abstract: Minimally invasive thymoma resection is a hot debate topic in thoracic surgery. However, more than 14 techniques have been described for approaching the mediastinal region, although the type of resection should be similar in all. In this article, we aim to review the literature on thymoma operations that included minimally invasive thymoma resection. In addition, we share both our clinical experience and surgical techniques, mainly including VATS and robotics.
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Introduction

Thirty percent of all patients with thymoma are asymptomatic, whereas 40% show local symptoms related to the invasion of intrathoracic organs, and approximately 30% have generalized symptoms (1). Superior vena cava syndrome and weight loss may occur very rarely, and they are generally associated with aggressive tumors. Very rarely, patients may present with a fever or night sweats, which are more typical of lymphoma. Thymomas are frequently associated with “parathymic syndromes” (2,3). If these syndromes are present with an anterior mediastinal mass, the diagnosis is almost always a thymoma. The most commonly associated condition is myasthenia gravis (MG), which occurs in approximately 45% of patients with thymoma (1).

Although video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) for thymectomy has become a popular approach over the last two decades, most cases are still performed through sternotomy. However, 14 different surgical techniques have been described for thymectomy (4). Although these techniques mostly report the type of entry into the mediastinum, surgical techniques inside the mediastinum rarely differ.

The types of incisions, the surgical techniques of exposure, visualization, and proper selection of equipment enable surgery to be performed via transcervical, extended transcervical, video-assisted thoracoscopy (VAT), and robotic approaches (e.g., right and/or left, right and cervical, left and cervical, subxiphoid and right and left, and cervical and subxiphoid approaches) (5).

A standard thymoma resection is a complete and en bloc resection of the thymoma and complete removal of the thymus, including the upper cervical poles and the surrounding mediastinal fat (6). Resection should also include all organs invaded by the thymoma, such as the pericardium, lungs, phrenic nerve, superior vena cava, aorta, and its main branches only under certain circumstances.

The author believes that the abovementioned requirements can be met by most minimally invasive techniques performed by experienced surgeons. For one surgeon, this could be a right-sided VATS Thymectomy, and for another, a left-sided robotic thymectomy or a...
transcervical intervention.

The aim of this article is to (I) question the radical oncological nature of minimally invasive techniques in patients with thymoma, (II) describe surgical techniques with VATS and robotics, and (III) present the results of minimally invasive thymoma resections.

Is a tissue diagnosis essential for the complete resection of an anterior mediastinal mass resection? Is minimally invasive resection an option?

The role of VATS thymectomy (VATT) as both a diagnostic tool and curative method has not been clearly established in contemporary practice (7). This depends on the nature of the disease, gender, age, and radiological findings of patients. Computed tomography has a 97% sensitivity in distinguishing a thymic mass from other anterior mediastinal masses (8), but the problem occurs when there is no associated MG (9). If pleural nodules are present and the mass is lobulated, it is probably a higher-stage thymoma, and minimally invasive resection is not an option (9). Computer tomography-guided needle aspiration biopsy is the most commonly used diagnostic modality if the lesion cannot be resected with minimally invasive techniques. However, many times, this may be insufficient to separate a mediastinal lymphoma from a thymoma if the pathologists are not experts. For instance, reports have shown that the diagnostic accuracy of a fine-needle aspiration biopsy may be as low as 77% (10). Possible complications of computer-guided aspiration biopsies, such as tumor seeding and massive hemothorax, have also been reported (11,12). Core or surgical biopsies are more reliable techniques than fine-needle aspiration biopsies. Mediastinotomy/mediastinoscopy or VATS biopsies could be recommended if the patient is a candidate for neoadjuvant treatment and radiological findings are difficult to differentiate a thymoma from a lymphoma. Video-assisted thoracoscopic resection of the suspicious anterior mediastinal mass for diagnostic purposes may be performed as the first-line approach when the lesion is small, encapsulated, and shows no invasion to the lungs, phrenic nerves, and major vessels (13), even if the patient does not have MG. It is recommended that an experienced VATS thymectomy surgeon perform this procedure after discussing the case in a multidisciplinary meeting.

In our department, for the last 15 years, we have suggested direct mediastinal mass resection without tissue diagnosis if the following are provided:

(I) A VATS resection candidate without invasion to the lungs and innominate vein.
(II) No B symptoms.
(III) A patient with MG.

Who are VATS resection candidates?

A recently published systematic review showed that the main concerns regarding VATS resection candidates are the size of the thymoma and Masaoka stage (14). This article demonstrated that the patients who were generally operated by VATS had tumor diameters <5 cm (15-18). Furthermore, in most studies, a clear radiological separation from the innominate vein and other vital organs, including the great vessels, heart, and trachea, with no evidence of local invasion, is a requirement (15-17). Size is predictable from computed chest tomography (CT) and is also used to predict the Masaoka stage. This may be difficult in patients with MG when CT is performed without intravenous contrast because of the possible side effects of contrast. In our experience, open conversions due to great vessel invasion could be the result of performing CT without contrast enhancement. Contrast-enhanced CT in patients without MG and magnetic resonance imaging in patients with MG could be the radiological modality choice when vessel invasion is suspected. Cheng and colleagues were unable to differentiate stage I from stage II thymomas despite rigid evaluation (19). Based on their experience, VATS candidates can be selected using the following criteria: anterior mediastinal mass, a distinct fat plane between the tumor and vessels, unilateral tumor predominance, encapsulation of the tumor, no mass compression effect, no pericardial and pleural effusions, and no hemi-diaphragmatic paralysis and encasement of the great vessels (19).

Based on our experience, VAT may be the last step for evaluating a possible candidate (20).

If the planned VATS resection is compromised, the surgeon should quickly consider open conversion. Open conversion is not a complication if the planned resection is compromised (6). Before any dissection, the thymoma should be located and possible minimally invasive resection should be assessed in terms of potential major vascular (left innominate vein as minimal), phrenic nerve, and sternum invasion (6).

The theoretical risk of incomplete resection or capsular disruption may cause earlier recurrence and decrease survival. This possibility has led surgeons to avoid minimally invasive thymoma resection for several years. The primary
aim of the surgeon should always be a complete resection. In our study, we developed standard terms, policies, and definitions for minimally invasive thymoma resection and defined the general principles of minimally invasive resections, incisions, exposure and extent of resections, as well as open conversion criteria. We also generated ideas regarding performing operations and handling specimens (6).

**Thymomectomy or thymothymectomy**

Although there are academic reports that promote only thymic mass resection without resecting the thymus or mediastinal fat, most of the authors and international societies have recommended en bloc resection of the thymic mass with the thymus and mediastinal tissue.

A recent study from Shanghai evaluated the surgical outcomes of tumor resection with or without total thymectomy for thymic epithelial tumors using the Chinese Alliance for Research in Thymomas retrospective database (21). Patients without preoperative therapy, who underwent surgery for early-stage (Masaoka-Koga stages I and II) tumors, were divided into thymectomy and thymomectomy groups according to the resection extent of the thymus. Seven hundred and ninety-six patients in the thymectomy group and 251 patients in the thymomectomy group were compared. The improvement rate of MG was higher after thymectomy than after thymomectomy (91.6% vs. 50.0%, P<0.001). Ten-year overall survival was similar between the two groups (90.9% after thymectomy and 89.4% after thymomectomy). The recurrence rate was 3.1% after thymectomy and 5.4% after thymomectomy, with no significant difference between the two groups. However, in patients with Masaoka-Koga stage II tumors, recurrence was significantly less in the thymectomy group than in the thymomectomy group (2.9% vs. 14.5%, P=0.001).

We believe that thymothymectomy, instead of tumor resection alone, should still be the choice of surgical standard for thymic malignancies, particularly in patients with concomitant MG.

**Adjuvant radiotherapy and sternum-sparing technique**

In the past, one of the major postoperative problems was sternal healing after high-dose radiotherapy, particularly in those who were prescribed high-dose corticosteroids or immunosuppressive treatment for MG. These patients with immunosuppressive treatment and corticosteroids may benefit from either VATS resection or anterior thoracotomy to preserve the sternum. If open conversion is required during a VATS thymoma resection, we suggest mini-thoracotomy instead of sternotomy to prevent possible sternal infection or dehiscence problems.

**Frequently used minimally invasive surgical techniques and common intraoperative events**

In the literature, differences in both surgical approaches and treatment strategies for thymoma are apparent. Many surgeons seem to prefer a complete thymectomy VATS approach. Extended thymectomy with VATS is generally being performed by experienced VATS surgeons. Although abovementioned is a general sense, a recent review does not support the authors’ thoughts. It has been shown that a higher proportion of extended thymectomy is performed by open surgeons (98.5%; range, 63.6–100%) than by VATS surgeons (79.9%; range, 40.8–100%) (14). This means that most of the open surgeons prefer an extended thymectomy technique, whereas VATS surgeons mostly prefer a complete thymectomy operation. We believe that VATS surgeons are striving to develop their techniques. Regarding more extensive thymectomy operations through subxiphoid or bilateral approaches, authors also demonstrated that a greater percentage of VATS surgeons perform a “partial” thymectomy (20.8%; range, 0–59.2%) than that of open surgeons (1.5%; range, 0–36.4%) (14). Many surgeons prefer the unilateral VATS approach with most of thymectomy operations being performed through the right side. Many surgeons indicate that the cavity is larger on the right and use both the superior vena cava and phrenic nerve as landmarks, whereas others prefer to perform the operations on the side of the tumor (18,22-24). Some surgeons, including us, preferred the right-sided approach under all circumstances except in cases of obvious left-sided thymoma (22,24). Maniscalco et al. reported that their VATS approach was mostly left-sided (27). In addition, other surgeons, including us, prefer bilateral VATS approaches for larger tumors (16,17,22-24,28). Tagawa as well as Zielinski used a cervico-xiphoidal-thoracic approach (17,29). A recent experience with robot assisted thoracic surgery (RATS) showed that 20 patients with large tumors (with a median size of 6 cm) were mostly approached through the right side. Combined resection of adjacent structures, including the pericardium, lung, and phrenic nerve, was frequently performed in this subset of patients. Patients who underwent RAT, compared with those who underwent an
open approach, had lower blood loss (25 vs. 150 mL), were more frequently managed with a single chest tube (85% vs. 56%), and had a shorter median length of stay (3 vs. 4 days). Unfortunately, three patients undergoing RAT (15%) underwent open conversion (30). In addition, Rückert et al. favored the left-sided robotic approach (31). A European multi-institutional series, which also excluded Berlin’s experience (32) collected 134 patients with a clinical diagnosis of thymoma were operated on using a left-sided (38%), right-sided (59.8%), or bilateral (2.2%) robotic approach. Mostly right-sided operations were performed. Twelve (8.9%) patients needed open conversion (32). Neither vascular and nerve injuries nor perioperative mortality occurred. A total of 23 (17.1%) patients experienced postoperative complications (32). Median hospital stay was 4 days (range, 2–35 days) (32). Mean diameter of resected tumors was 4.4 cm (range, 1–10 cm), Masaoka stage was I in 46 (34.4%) patients, II in 71 (52.9%), III in 11 (8.3%), and IVa/b in 6 (4.4%) cases. Minimally invasive mediastinal surgery has potential threats of major catastrophes. We recently published the catastrophes that occurred during VATS thymectomy operations (33). In our experience, which comprises 441 VAT thymectomy/thymothymectomy operations, catastrophic complications were identified in seven (1.5%) patients. Three major innominate vein injuries, one superior vena cava injury, one aortic injury, one sudden cardiac arrest, and one diaphragmatic injury were reported. The first catastrophe for the experienced surgeon was his 96th case. Only two (28.6%) of the patients had thymoma, and the mean body mass index was 23.9±2.8. A mean of 1.7±1.4 (minimum: 0, maximum: 3) units of blood were transfused; a postoperative intensive care unit stay of 20.6±25.7 h and a hospital stay of 8.4±7.9 days were presented (33). We did not report any mortality (33).

Should lymph node resection be routine at the time of thymoma resection with minimally invasive surgery?

In the last decade, the rate of lymph node metastases was shown to be 1.8% in thymic epithelial tumors (34,35). Until recently, Kondo and Monden’s paper was a unique publication because their results were supported by a large database demonstrating both the incidence and prognostic significance of nodal metastases in patients with thymoma (36). In this study, 2,227 patients with thymoma were evaluated. Of the 2,227 patients, 442 underwent lymph node dissection. Although the median number of resected nodes was very low (2), 59 patients (13.3%) were shown to have lymph node invasion; these were patients with small thymomas. In conclusion, nodal metastases may occur more frequently than identified in the last decade. Thus, anterior mediastinal lymph node resection should be performed in routine investigations for thymoma. One of the most important conclusions of this paper is that young patients with small thymomas are the ones who may have a possibility to have metastatic lymph nodes, and typically these patients are suitable candidates for minimally invasive thymoma resection.

The surgical technical suggestions for lymph node evaluation in minimally invasive thymoma resections have yet to be defined. The author performs anterior mediastinal lymph node resection routinely in minimally invasive thymoma resections and dissects the deeper region as part of the routine procedure in open surgeries.

In 2013, Park et al. (37) recommended routine dissection of all mediastinal lymph nodes in patients with thymic resection. The International Thymic Malignancy Interest Group and International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer have created a new TNM staging classification for thymic epithelial tumors to emphasize the pathological lymph node status (38,39).

**Oncological outcomes of minimally invasive surgery**

In 2011, Agasthian demonstrated that VATS thymectomy can be performed for Masaoka stages III and IV thymomas <5 cm in size, with only one recurrence over a median follow-up of 4.9 years (40). This finding has also been demonstrated in four posterior series (15,16,41,42). The overall survivals after thymoma resection in the first, second, and fifth years were higher in minimally invasive operations than in open operations or similar in both: 98.1–100%, 96.8–100%, and 83.3–100% in VATS vs. 94.4–100%, 90.7–100%, and 79.1–98.0% in open surgery (14). Three studies assessed the superior recurrence-free survival at 10 years postoperatively: 88.9–100% in VATS vs. 79.5–92.8% in open thymectomy (22,28,41).

**Benefits of robotic surgery**

Seventy-nine patients who were operated on for early-stage thymoma with da Vinci technology RATS were evaluated. They included one patient who needed open conversion, one patient who required a standard thoracoscopy and five patients who required extra incisions. No perioperative
mortality occurred (43). The median diameter of resected thymoma was 3 cm (range, 1–12 cm), and median hospital stay was 3 days (range, 2–15 days) (43). Thirty patients (38%) were in Masaoka stage I and 49 patients (62%) in stage II. Seventy-four patients were alive, and five had died (four patients from non-thymoma-related causes and one from a diffuse intrathoracic recurrence) at a median follow-up of 40 months, and the five-year survival rate was calculated to be 90% (43). Although oncologic outcomes appear acceptable, longer follow-up is needed. In another recent study, the short-term outcomes of 46 patients at Masaoka stage I without MG were analyzed (44). Twenty-five patients underwent unilateral VATS, and 21 underwent unilateral RATS thymectomy. The postoperative hospital stay was shorter (3.7 vs. 6.7 days; P<0.01), and the duration of postoperative pleural drainage was also shorter in the RATS group (1.1 vs. 3.6 days; P<0.01). No patient in the RATS group underwent open conversion, and only one was converted in the VATS group. Another conclusion of the study was that robotic surgery is more expensive than VATS (44).

A recently published manuscript (45) compared RATS, VATS, and median sternotomy (MS), the three approaches for extended thymectomy operation in the treatment of early-stage thymomas. Some of the perioperative parameters, such as the volume of intraoperative blood loss, mean duration of postoperative pleural drainage, volume of pleural drainage, and mean duration of hospital stay, showed significant differences. RATS causes a reduction in the postoperative drainage duration and volume (2.88 vs. 3.77 and 4.41 days, 352.2 vs. 613.9 and 980 mL) and hospital stay versus the MS and VATS groups (4.3 vs. 5.5 and 6.6 days) (45). In this study, no postoperative complications occurred in the RATS or VATS group, and only three patients experienced postoperative complications in the MS group. According to this study, RATS and VATS appear both feasible and safe for early-stage thymoma resection. RATS seems to be less invasive than VATS in terms of shorter duration of pleural drainage, less pleural drainage, and a shorter postoperative hospital stay (45).

It has been demonstrated that the robot-assisted thymectomy has the potential to perform a complete thymectomy. Identification of the contralateral phrenic nerve may be a problem when VATS is used. However, the phrenic nerve can be visualized easily when the optical capabilities of the da Vinci robot are used (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Sometimes even with robotic use, the contralateral phrenic nerve cannot be visualized. Indocyanine green fluorescence imaging during RATS was used in a study with the aim of identifying the contralateral phrenic nerve (46). Indocyanine green did not cause any complications, and no injuries occurred to the phrenic nerve. In addition, the contralateral phrenic nerve could be visualized in 80% of patients during right-sided robotic thymectomy. Robotic technology was reported to have the potential to maximize thymic tissue resection (46).

Surgical techniques used in our clinical practice

Anesthesia

We always position the patient in a 30-degree semi-supine position. The patient is supported by a roll placed under the right shoulder, and the right arm is abducted over a support attached to a table when the procedure is going to be VATS (Figure 1). If the procedure is going to be a robotic one, the positioning is slightly different. Patients are intubated with a standard left, double-lumen tube and positioned supine. Arm placement is totally different from that in VATS since the arm is placed laterally and inferiorly (Figure 2). We almost always prefer the right-side approach for both VATS and robotic thymoma resections unless a thymoma is located completely on the left side near the phrenic nerve. The reason we prefer the right side is because it provides more room and has clear landmarks. We do not use carbon dioxide insufflation because we open the contralateral pleura for dissection of the left side, which may potentially cause a ventilation problem. Initially, 5 mL of bupivacaine (0.5% Marcaine; AstraZeneca, Istanbul) is injected into incisions as preemptive medication.

VATS thymothymectomy

A 30-degree scope is used in VATS thymoma operations.
The surgeon and camera man stand side-by-side, and the nurse stand on the other side (Figure 3). The hemithorax is evaluated for possible implants if the thymoma has invaded the mediastinal pleura. We also look for lymph nodes in the mediastinal fatty tissue. The right phrenic nerve is defined. The location of the thymoma and its relationships to both adjacent tissues and vessels are evaluated, such as pericardium involvement, innominate vein invasion, lung invasion, etc. We dissect the right-sided pericardiophrenic fatty tissue and open the left mediastinal pleura under the sternum and then resect all the mediastinal pleura on the left side. We do not touch the thymoma. Then, we begin the dissection of the thymus and remove it from the pericardium. After completion of the fatty tissue on the right and left inferior poles over the diaphragm, we elevate the thymus from the pericardium without touching the thymoma.

The dissection of the right-side mediastinal pleura parallel to the right phrenic nerve provides the visualization of both the superior vena cava and left innominate vein. This part of the operation is where accidents start to occur. Gentle traction on the superior poles provides a plane between the innominate vein and thymus. Starting from the right superior pole of the thymus and then continuing with the left pole under direct visualization provides visualization of the thymic vein or veins (Figures 4, 5). By retracting the tissues and thymus toward the right side, the left half moves toward the ipsilateral side and dissection from the left phrenic nerve can be accomplished. Completion of the left thymus side dissection mobilizes the thymoma as the last part of the operation. The specimen is removed in an endobag. In principle, the tumor should be dissected as the last part of the operation, and surgery should be completed with the no-touch technique. The non-tumorous part of the thymus is dissected first, and these tissues are used for grasping and traction.

**Robotic thymothymectomy**

Three incisions are made around the mammary gland

---

**Figure 2** Right arm is placed inferiorly and adducted to the body.

**Figure 3** Port placement for VATS thymoma resection. Incisions for the ports are quite similar with the robotic surgery.

**Figure 4** After dissection of both superior poles, thymic vein/s draining into innominate vein could be seen.
After retraction of the superior poles, the thymic vein is dissected and divided. Then, the thymoma is mobilized as the last step of the operation. The resected thymoma is removed with an endobag. A search for an anterior mediastinal lymph node is performed. If there is PET CT positivity in the paratracheal lymph nodes, a zero-down scope is placed and right-sided paratracheal nodes are removed. If the thymoma is large, there is a potential threat of innominate vein invasion. The console surgeon may contribute to the operation with the VATS technique for a while in order to staple the innominate vein and ensure that the resection produces negative margins (Figure 7).
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